INTRODUCTION
Virtual screening of large chemical libraries has become a widely used tool to search for small molecules that bind to a receptor of interest (1) . A number of success stories have been reported in the literature (2) (3) (4) . The process consists of three steps: docking, scoring and ranking. Docking is the series of computational procedures to predict the 3D structure of a receptor-ligand complex. It consists of the sampling of large number of conformations of the ligand until the most energetically favorable complex is found (5) . This process is driven by sophisticated algorithms such as simulated annealing and the genetic algorithm (6) . One of the first computer programs to implement docking was DOCK, written by Irwin Kuntz and coworkers (7) at the University of California San Francisco. Subsequently other programs, such as AutoDock, became widely used (8) . Today there exists a number of programs in addition to AutoDock, such as Gold (9) , FlexX (10), Glide (11) and others.
In virtual screening, each member of the chemical database is docked onto the receptor, resulting in as many receptor-ligand complexes as the number of molecules contained in the chemical library. The challenge next is to exploit this structural information to identify active compounds. This is accomplished through the computational prediction of the binding affinity of a compound to the receptor in a step known as scoring. A score is a number that approximates the free energy of binding of a compound to its receptor. Hence, the lower the score, the more potent is the compound. A score is assigned to all members of the docked complexes and is used to rank the docked molecules. The top compounds can then be purchased or chemically synthesized to be tested in the laboratory. While significant inroads have been made with docking, scoring remains challenging as evidenced by the large number of scoring functions that have been developed over the years; these include empirical (12) (13) (14) , knowledge based (15) (16) (17) (18) or physics based (7, (19) (20) (21) .
Despite its usefulness, virtual screening remains out of reach to a large number of scientists who could benefit significantly from this technique. Molecules that emerge from virtual screening could either serve as leads in drug discovery or as molecular probes in chemical biology efforts. The main impediment to the wide use of virtual screening is the computational expertise required to perform the calculations as well as the significant computational resources needed to perform the calculations. To remedy this situation, we created a Web portal known as BioDrugScreen where we have docked 1592 molecules to nearly 2000 cavities within 1589 targets of relevance to cancer and other diseases. The docked molecules can be ranked with an array of nine scoring functions. The cancer targets originate from a recently created database known as the Human Cancer Protein Interaction Network (HCPIN). We also considered human targets for drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In this effort, all cavities that can accommodate small molecules were included. This makes it possible for scientists to target alternative allosteric sites on their receptor of interest. We have created a simple interface within BioDrugScreen to enable users to access the ranking of molecules that were docked to their target of interest. It is worth mentioning other efforts that have worked to facilitate the search of small molecules without explicit docking, but through a pharmacophore approach (22) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3D structures of protein targets
Protein targets included in the database are obtained from HCPIN (23) and DrugBank v2.5 (24, 25) The maximum number of energy evaluations was set to 400 000. All other parameters were set to default values.
Scoring of the docked complexes
In addition to the AutoDock score, which was computed during the docking process, protein-ligand complexes were scored with DFIRE (30), X-Score (31), PBSA, GBSA, DockScore, GoldScore, ChemScore and PMF. The latter four scores were computed with the CScore module in SYBYL (Tripos Inc., St Louis, MO, USA). The PBSA and GBSA were calculated with the AMBER9 package (32), following similar procedure described elsewhere (33) . The protein and ligand interaction was modeled using AMBER9 force field with 'parm99' and 'gaff' parameters. Ligands were assigned AM1-BCC charges (34, 35) with the ANTECHAMBER program, which is part of the AMBER package. The protein-ligand complexes were first subjected to 1500 steps of in vacuum energy minimization followed by 50 steps of implicit solvent energy minimization. The MM-PBSA Perl script from the AMBER package was used to compute the binding energies. It involves molecular mechanics, PoissonBoltzmann (PB) electrostatics (36), Generalized Born (GB) model (37) and solvent accessible surface area (SASA) calculations.
RESULTS
Protein targets in BioDrugScreen
In our initial effort toward our long-term objective of docking the entire human proteome, we considered two sets of proteins. The first set includes cancer targets that are obtained from a recently created dataset known as the HCPIN. It contains proteins from seven different signaling pathways that are associated with cancer together with their interactions. The unique aspect of HCPIN is that 3D structures are assigned to all proteins within the dataset. The structures fall into two categories. The first is a core set of structures known as 'pathway proteins' that are directly implicated in cancer. These proteins are obtained directly from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes In BioDrugScreen, we also consider proteins that are targets of existing FDA-approved drugs. Our interest in these proteins stemmed not only from their established druggable potential, but also from the fact that they can serve to develop drugs for the treatment of diseases other than cancer. In addition, they can be used as 'normal' proteins during a search for cancer therapeutics. The 3D structure of these proteins were retrieved from the DrugBank database (38), as described in the 'Materials and Methods' section. This is an annotated resource that combines detailed drug data with comprehensive drug target and drug action information. Among all the sequences that we obtained from DrugBank v2.5, we identified 1147 unique human drug targets. It was found that 530 of them possessed a corresponding PDB crystal structure.
Mapping binding cavities of targets in BioDrugScreen
Receptor-ligand interactions are driven by a complex array of forces that include polar, nonpolar and entropy (39) . A requirement for optimal binding is the presence of a cavity within the receptor that can accommodate a small molecule ligand. For example, most enzymes possess welldefined cavities that have been fine-tuned during evolution to exquisitely accommodate a substrate (39) . But when the ligand is a protein, these cavities are no longer prerequisite, since the protein-protein interaction occurs over a large surface that can be shielded from solvent to promote favorable nonpolar interactions (40, 41) . While it is challenging to design small molecules that target such surfaces, distal sites may be exploited to modulate the protein-protein interactions. Therefore, as we seek to map binding sites within the human cancer and druggable proteomes, we considered all cavities that can accommodate small molecules, whether or not they occur within an enzyme active site or protein-interaction site.
In virtual screening, molecular docking on the entire protein surface is possible, but computationally prohibitive. It is typical that docking is focused on a cavity of interest within a protein. For most enzymes, this cavity is usually the active site, as identified by biochemical studies or a crystal structure of the enzyme-substrate complex. In most other cases, the cavity must be identified by scanning the entire surface of the protein for depressions and crevasses that can accommodate small molecules. A number of computational methods have been developed for that purpose over the years. In this work, we following the approach implemented within the Relibase+ program (26) for identifying cavities within a protein surface reported in literatures (42, 43) . The process is mostly driven by an external computer program LigSite (44) to scan the surface of the proteins within the PDB databank.
Docking the human proteome
The identification of cavities within the HCPIN and HDP set the stage to dock small molecules to the targets within these databases. To perform the docking, the AutoDock 4 program (45) requires the construction of an affinity grid around each cavity. This pre-computed grid significantly reduces computing costs during docking. Pair potentials between atoms in a ligand and the receptor are computed based on the position of the ligand atom within the grid during the docking. The pair-wise potential is determined by identifying the value within a table, which is significantly faster than computing the value at each step. The construction of the grids for all the cavities within BioDrugScreen was performed using an in house python script using the center of the binding cavity as described in the 'Materials and Methods' section. We estimate that the computation of the Grid for all pockets within the receptors considered in this work was $70 cpu-hours.
Once the grids were computed for all the cavities within BioDrugScreen, we initiated the docking of small molecules. A set of 1592 compounds from the NCI diversity set were prepared for docking as described in the 'Materials and Methods' section. These molecules were docked to each of the cavities in BioDrugScreen. Hence a total of 1926 cavities Â 1592 molecules = 3 066 192 complexes resulted from this initiative. The coordinates for the binding pose of each of these complexes is provided for download at the BioDrugScreen site. It is estimated that the docking effort required an equivalent of $200 000 h of computer time.
Scoring the docked human proteome
A key step toward identifying active molecules in virtual screening is scoring, which is a process that ranks molecules based on binding affinity. Over the years, a number of scoring functions have been developed. It is well known that the performance of these scoring functions is highly dependent on the receptor. To that end, instead of relying on a single scoring function, we have scored all docked structures in BioDrugScreen with widely used established scoring functions. We parenthetically add that BioDrugScreen also includes an option for users to create their own scoring function. But this is an optional step, as ranking of molecules can be accomplished with widely used scoring functions that we have pre-computed for the complexes in the database. They include knowledge-based statistical potentials such as the DFIRE and PMF scoring functions. Empirical functions such as AutoDock, GoldScore, X-Score and ChemScore are also included. Unlike the knowledge-based potentials, these scoring functions are developed using experimental structural and ligand affinity data. Finally, DockScore is a force field-based scoring function that consists of a Lennard Jones and Coulomb potential summed over all pair-wise interactions between ligand and receptor.
In addition to standard scoring functions, we have used the force field-based PBSA and GBSA approaches to score receptor-ligand complexes (33) . These physicsbased methods are significantly more intensive in their computational requirements than standard scoring functions. They are similar to the widely used MM-PBSA method, except that the calculations are performed on a single energy minimized structure of docked ligand/ target complex. The score consists of potential energy determined by summing of all pair-wise energies using a Lennard Jones and Coulomb potentials. In addition, a solvation term is added that consists of polar and nonpolar contributions. The nonpolar solvation corresponds to the cost associated with creating a cavity in the solvent. It is determined by computing the solventaccessible surface area of the molecule. The polar term consists of a PBSA or Generalized-Born (GBSA) calculations that measures the effect of introducing a charged cavity within a solvent.
Ranking pre-docked receptor-ligand complexes in BioDrugScreen
Upon accessing the http://www.biodrugscreen.org main page, the user is presented with introductory text describing some of the features within the site. Below the text, the user clicks on the 'Start' button to get access to the pre-docked database. A page appears with two options shown as 'RANK' and 'DERIVE' links. The 'DERIVE' option is an advanced feature within BioDrugScreen that enables users to create their own customized scoring function and apply it to rank receptor-ligand complexes within the portal. However, this feature is not discussed in this manuscript, as it relates to the server aspect of BioDrugScreen. The other option is for the ranking pre-docked receptor-ligand complexes.
When the user clicks on the 'RANK' button, they are taken to a page to select their target of interest and get started with ranking molecules. In this page, which is shown in Figure 1 , the user will find three options to select a target. In the first option (Figure 2A ), the user clicks on a pull-down menu to scroll down a list of the protein targets within BioDrugScreen. The list is ordered in alphabetical order using the name of the target that is obtained from the RCSB web site under 'Molecular Description'. Once a target is selected, another pulldown menu will appear next to it prompting the user to select a chain. The chains correspond to different binding partners within a protein-protein complex. More than one chain will appear only if the crystal structure involves more than one protein. Once a chain is selected, a third pull-down menu appears that lists the number of cavities. Once a cavity is selected, a Jmol session will open. The session depicts the 3D structure of the receptor in wire representation and a surface is constructed around the cavity to facilitate viewing of the shape of the cavity. The user can find instructions to display the receptor in surface representation to facilitate viewing of the binding cavity of the docked molecules.
The second option for selecting a target is shown in Figure 2B . The user can perform a keyword search for a target of interest. Once the 'Search' button is clicked, a table will appear with a list of receptors that matched the search criterion. In the third column within the table, a list of cavities within the target is provided. When the user chooses a cavity, a Jmol session will appear along with a table ranking the compounds. Finally, BioDrugScreen also provides a third option to identify targets through a BLAST protein sequence search as shown in Figure 2C . Once a sequence is pasted into the search box, a BLAST search is performed and a table with sequences that match the query sequence is shown. In the second column of the Below the Jmol session, a table is created that lists the ranking of the receptor-ligand complexes of the NCI diversity set docked onto the receptor of interest. The table lists the top molecules as ranked by 9 scores, namely AutoDock, ChemScore, DockScore, DFIRE, GoldScore, PMF, X-Score, PBSA and GBSA (Fig. 3) . Each row corresponds to a different molecule. But the molecules need not be the same for each scoring function. For each molecule, we provide a total of five links. The ''ZINC'' link, leads to purchasing and other information at the ZINC Web site at http://zinc. docking.org/index.shtml. This web site is a database of commercially available compounds for virtual screening (46) . The 'PubChem' link leads to additional detailed information for the molecules at the PubChem (47) web site at http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/. PubChem is a large public database of biological data for small molecules. It is significantly larger than the ZINC database, as it is not strictly limited to commercially available molecules. The 'MOL2' icon leads to coordinates of the docked molecule in mol2 format. Users can also download the coordinates of the receptor with a link located at the bottom of the Jmol session. These coordinates are used to depict the small molecule bound to the receptor in the Jmol session. The 'COMPARE' link provides the ranking of each molecule in other scoring functions. Finally, clicking on the 'JMOL' button will take a user to the Jmol session that shows the 3D structure of the ligand bound to receptor. The receptor is shown in line representation, while the bound molecule is depicted in capped-sticks. Both receptor and ligand are color-coded based on atom types (C, N and O are shown in gray, blue and red, respectively). Each page lists the top 50 molecules. The remaining molecules can be accessed by clicking on the numbers at the top of the table ranging from 1 to 32.
DISCUSSION
Virtual screening is now widely used to search for small molecules ligands that bind to macromolecules (2-4). The method is used extensively in drug discovery efforts. However, the use of virtual screening has been limited to individuals and research groups with significant computational expertise and resources. We seek to remedy this situation by creating a web resource known as BioDrugScreen that contains about 3 000 000 receptor complexes that were obtained by docking about 1600 compounds from the NCI diversity set to nearly 2000 cavities within targets of the human proteome. These complexes were scored with established scoring functions, such as AutoDock, PMF, DFIRE, ChemScore and GoldScore. We also performed continuum electrostatic calculations on all these complexes using the PB and Generalized-Born methods and combined with results with intermolecular potential energy from the Amber force field. The resulting GBSA and PBSA terms are also provided for ranking receptor-ligand complexes within BioDrugScreen.
Our expectation is that the 'Rank Ligand' step within BioDrugScreen will be used by users with a wide range of computational expertise. It simply requires the selection of a target from one of three possible options. A table is then created showing the ranking of the molecules from the NCI dataset that are docked onto the target. The molecules are ranked from best to worse, such that the higher the rank, the greater the likelihood that the molecules will bind to the target. Users can analyze the 3D structure of the complexes and access purchasing information for these molecules directly from the ZINC web site through the various links provided for each entry (molecule) in the table. Since a large number of the targets within BioDrugScreen are of relevance to cancer, it is our expectation that the database will serve to identify new anticancer agents.
While this manuscript was focused on the significant receptor-ligand database within BioDrugScreen, it is worth mentioning that the web portal provides additional options for users with computational expertise. We envision that these options will significantly enhance the database aspect of the portal. The first such option enables users to create and validate their own scoring functions and to apply these custom scoring functions to rank the docked chemical libraries within the database. The user can create a training set using structural and affinity data from PDBcal, PDBbind and BindingDB. Subsequently, the user can choose the components that will make up their scoring functions from among more than 20 pre-computed descriptors. A regression analysis is then performed to derive the empirical function, which can be validated through enrichment and ROC plots on 40 targets that have been pre-docked with active and decoy molecules from the Directory of Useful Decoys validation set. The custom scoring function can be used to rank docked molecules. BioDrugScreen incorporates another sophisticated option that lets users dock molecules to their favorable target on the TeraGrid and score them with GBSA by simply uploading their PDB file. BioDrugScreen includes a feature that lets users monitor their job until it is completed. All user-initiated docked complexes are uploaded automatically into the database but will only be visible to the user who docked the molecules.
